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This award is for you  mothers in the KTC squatter camp, whose shelters are destroyed cal-
lously  every day and who sit on soaking mattresses in the winter rain, holding whimpering 
babies. . . .  This award is for you  fathers, sitting in [informal settlement] hostels, separated 
from your  children for eleven months a year. . . .  This award is for you, the 3.5 million of our 
 people who have been uprooted and dumped as if you  were rubbish. This award is for you.1

Introduction

Desmond Tutu’s life and legacy have been described as formative in achieving solidarity in 
South Africa. As an icon of reconciliation, Tutu emphasized social cohesion and helped to es-
tablish universal suffrage for all South Africans, a government of national unity  under Nelson 
Mandela’s leadership, and a national Truth and Reconciliation Commission.2 An internationally 
acclaimed anti- apartheid proponent, Tutu understood that peace would not be durable with-
out intentional support structures to sustain reconciliation.

Tutu’s death on December 26, 2021, caused many in the peace field to pause and reflect 
on what scaffolding needs to be in place for reconciliation to be just and sustainable. This re-
flection has cogence not only for conflict settings around the world, but also for the United 
States amid ongoing civil unrest and escalating polarization. Reconciliation is not something 
that activists, state actors, or conflicting communities can ignore; it is central to transitional 
justice, stabilization, reconstruction, and, as this paper argues, vio lence prevention.

Commissioned by the United States Institute of Peace (USIP), this evidence review addresses 
three questions to help identify what support structures are necessary for reconciliation:

1. What are key reconciliation  drivers?
2. What are primary reconciliation pro cesses and skill sets?
3. What institutional support needs to be in place for reconciliation to be sustained?

To understand what drives reconciliation, 30 prac ti tion ers  were surveyed to ascertain the 
changes needed to break stalemates and facilitate reconciliation. The prac ti tion ers’ theories 
of  change (TOCs)  were then calibrated according to vari ous types and levels of intervention. 
Next, in- depth interviews  were conducted with six internationally recognized reconciliation 
experts.  These interviews, in addition to the practitioner surveys, surfaced information about 
recommended reconciliation pro cesses and skill sets. Lastly, a document analy sis and expert 
interviews  were conducted to synthesize data around the institutional support necessary to 
enhance the durability of reconciliation.

The evidence review findings suggest a four- pronged approach to building sustainable 
reconciliation: individual and collective healing (acknowl edgment, truth- telling, psychosocial 
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support, and trauma recovery); intercommunal dialogue and peaceful relations (protocols for 
empathic encounter and shared problem- solving); capacity- building platforms (peace educa-
tion, skills, and civic capital formation); and inclusive governance and institutional reform 
(structural change to increase social justice delivery). The final product of this review is a rec-
onciliation matrix that integrates the findings from  these four areas (see  table 4).

In Search of Reconciliation: Definitions and Models

Reconciliation is a societal pro cess that involves mutual acknowl edgment of past suffer-
ing and the changing of destructive attitudes and be hav ior into constructive relation-
ships  toward sustainable peace.3

The field of reconciliation has often been characterized by thin generalizations and anecdotal 
references to inspiring stories of rapprochement across  enemy divides. In the marketplace of 
ideas, the language of reconciliation has become quite pop u lar ized and at the same time di-
luted. For some, reconciliation involves the establishment of a po liti cal pro cess of power shar-
ing as represented by an interim government of unity. For  others, it involves the institution of 
a new po liti cal and  legal dispensation governed by the rule of law and demo cratic reforms that 
manage how former enemies are to live together; during war- to- peace transitions, the term 
reconciliation can easily be hijacked to serve the interests of specific sociopo liti cal groups. Still, 
for  others, reconciliation involves the building of good working relationships on the job or in 
the community, with persons of another culture or race. While  these ele ments contribute to 
reconciliation, they are only parts of the  whole.

Sustainable reconciliation requires progression beyond mere social tolerance, po liti cal 
coexistence, and/or structural reforms alone. Durable reconciliation requires the construction 
of sociopo liti cal cohesion (harmony, resonance) in the life of an individual,  family, community, 
and/or nation. Cohesion involves the restoring of meaningful relationships (of dignity, trust, 
and collaboration). Cohesion also infers at least two other aspects: a collective concern for 
the common good (corporate well- being and equity) and a view of a shared  future that offers 
hope and motivation for unity.

Six models found in the lit er a ture are salient frameworks for conceptualizing reconcilia-
tion. Each offers a unique  angle on the positional, spectral, spiritual, psychological, collective, 
and po liti cal aspects of reconciliation.

The first model focuses on the positional ele ments of reconciliation by unpacking the 
diff er ent levels at which reconciliation can operate. Lina Strupinskiene reviewed and summa-
rized the 70 most quoted authors in the field of transitional justice to map the landscape of 
conceptions of reconciliation.4 Some impor tant distinctions include differentiating between ver-
tical reconciliation (between the state and its citizens) and horizontal reconciliation (between 
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individuals, communities, and socie ties), as well as between “thin” reconciliation (coexistence 
with  little trust, re spect, or shared values) and “thick” reconciliation (acknowl edgment of dig-
nity, reversing of structural marginalization and discrimination, and restoring of the rights and 
belonging of victim- survivors).5

The second model conceives of reconciliation on a spectrum that ranges from minimalist 
to maximalist (see figure 1). The minimalist approach, sometimes referred to as the “moving 
on” approach, focuses on vio lence cessation, rule of law, po liti cal community, and instrumen-
tal po liti cal outcomes. Situated between the minimalist and maximalist understandings, a de-
liberative or “reform” approach to reconciliation prioritizes rights, institutional reform, justice 
and accountability, reparation, and new norms and narratives. On the other end of the spec-
trum, a maximalist approach focuses on transformation and emphasizes social renewal, heal-
ing, repentance and forgiveness, restorative justice, and moral repair.6

The third model conceptualizes reconciliation as a passage that entails initial separation 
and then a turning point followed by vari ous encounters with self, God/Divine and  others, 
reparations, and fi nally  human recognition of the “ enemy” other.7 John Paul Lederach refers to 
reconciliation as a spiritual journey. Tutu is credited with enshrining many acts of civil disobe-
dience against the apartheid government, as well as his critiques of liberationist excesses, 
 under the banner of this imagery of moral imagination.

The fourth model highlights the psychological ele ments of reconciliation. Hugo van 
der Merwe describes reconciliation through the analogy of an iceberg (see figure 2).8 At the 
top of the triangle, he places the vis i ble “patterns of interaction,” which involve the type 
and extent of communication, exposure to  others’ way of life, and social and workplace in-
teraction. Below that level are the “attitudes  toward the adversary,” which involve issues 
of trust, understanding, myths, prejudices, and ste reo types. At yet another deeper level, 
 there are the “values regarding interaction,” which involve  human rights culture, tolerance, 
relationship, and cooperation. Fi nally, at the foundation level is “identity,” which involves 

Minimalist Reformist Maximalist

•   Cessation of violence

•   Rule of law 
•   Political community

•   Agnostic (indifferent) politics

•   Human rights

•   Institutional reform
•   Justice

•   Accountability 

•   Reparations

•   New norms and narratives

•   Transformation

•   Social renewal
•   Healing

•   Repentance

•   Forgiveness

•   Restorative justice

•   Moral repair

Figure 1.  Minimalist to Maximalist Approaches to Reconciliation

Source: Adapted from Verdeja, Unchopping a Tree, 12–14, 18–20.
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the overarching (possibly common or divergent) values, philosophies, religious beliefs, and 
ideologies that govern life. All of  these levels impact and intersect with each other in the 
pro cess of reconciliation.

The key point  behind this model is that the most vis i ble levels of the iceberg are prob ably 
the easiest to address, while the hidden terrains pre sent a much greater challenge.

A fifth model focuses on the collective dimensions of reconciliation. Ron Kraybill outlines 
a cyclical model of reconciliation that starts with relational injury, followed by withdrawal, the 
reclaiming of identity, internal commitment to reconcile, restoration of risk, negotiation to 
meet pre sent needs, and back into relationship.9 From her work with refugees during the Bal-
kans war, Olga Botcharova developed the following cycle of reconciliation seen in figure 3.10

Lastly, the sixth model zeroes in on reconciliation as po liti cal instrumentation. A global 
peacebuilding organ ization, International Alert, conceptualizes reconciliation at a national level. 
Its four- step approach consists of acknowl edgment, restitution, po liti cal and economic recon-
struction, and a rebuilding of just relations.11 National and international tribunals and truth com-
missions have frequently used this approach in the adjudication of war crimes and gross  human 
rights violations. The approach can also involve hybridized indigenous pro cesses that have a 
national reach, such as Rwanda’s Gacaca Courts pro cess or Sierra Leone’s Fambul Tok pro cess.12

In summary, this brief overview of reconciliation highlights that  there is no one- step for-
mula to reconciliation. Rather, reconciliation draws from multiple disciplines, including the 
fields of trauma and resilience, restorative justice, alternative dispute resolution, conflict 
transformation, group dynamics, conflict systems mapping, community building, social cohe-
sion pro cesses,  futures thinking, and social movement theory. From  these fields, one can get a 

Patterns of Interaction 

Attitudes
Toward the
Adversary 
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Regarding
Interaction 

Identity

Figure 2.  Iceberg Model
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glimpse of the end goal of reconciliation— a vision of what harmonized, just, and cohesive re-
lations could look and feel like. This evidence review discusses the necessary support struc-
tures (the means) to move  toward this horizon of reconciliation.

Overview of Methodology

This evidence review was designed to (1) identify salient reconciliation  drivers (theories of 
change), (2) highlight primary reconciliation pro cesses and skill sets, and (3) distill findings 
around necessary institutional support. The paper’s summative product is a reconciliation ma-
trix that synthesizes findings from  these areas and can be used to guide policymakers, prac ti-
tion ers, and funders as they design, plan, monitor, and evaluate reconciliation initiatives.

The following mixed- method approach was used to gather evidence:

• Document analy sis (qualitative). Two lit er a ture reviews  were conducted: a meta- analysis 
of reconciliation writ large and of reconciliation TOCs more specifically. Published and 
unpublished sources, including comparative case studies,  were examined. As part of this 

Source: Botcharova, “Implementation of Track Two Diplomacy— Developing a Model of Forgiveness.”
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Figure 3.  Collective Cycle of Reconciliation
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evidence review, Simon Keyes reviewed TOC dilemmas in the field.13 Second, Nicholas 
Sherwood and colleagues surveyed sources— including key books and monographs, aca-
demic journal articles, and other gray lit er a ture— and analyzed 21 TOCs used within 
reconciliation programs and pro cesses.14  These TOCs originated from sixteen countries, 
including from Africa (ten), the Balkans (three), Southeast Asia (one), South Asia (one), 
and the  Middle East (one). For comparison, the researchers reviewed nineteen reconcili-
ation evaluations that explic itly included TOCs in their programmatic reports and nine 
reconciliation evaluations that did not mention TOCs. Limitations on the lit er a ture re-
views included lack of access to some unpublished reports and pos si ble researcher bias in 
qualitative cross- sample comparisons.

• Practitioner  surveys  (quantitative).15 To complement the document analy sis, a survey 
instrument was developed and used to solicit input from field staff and prac ti tion ers. 
 Respondents represented all levels of program staff from networks both internal and 
 external to USIP. A total of 30 (n=30) survey responses  were collected.16 Of all the respon-
dents, over half had worked in the reconciliation field for 12 years or longer, and 32  percent 
identified as female, and 68  percent identified as male. The participants hailed from 
17 countries. They  were engaged in fieldwork and research in 13 countries. The survey in-
cluded both quantitative (Likert scale) questions as well as qualitative (open response) 
questions. Practitioner responses  were synthesized and documented in a summary re-
port by Sherwood and colleagues.17

• Semi structured interviews (qualitative). Six transcribed interviews  were conducted with 
leading reconciliation experts who had generated reconciliation scholarship from multi-
ple global contexts.  These experts had practical experience from working in West, 
 Central, and Southern Africa; South  Korea and Northeast Asia; and North Amer i ca. The 
se lection criteria for  these interviewees included seminal contributions to lit er a ture in 
the field and/or a minimum of two to three  decades of reconciliation practice leader-
ship roles. In- depth interview questions  were used. Interviewees addressed existing ap-
proaches (and gaps) to building reconciliation support structures. Interview responses 
 were synthesized and documented by Angelina Mendes in May 2022.18

Reconciliation  Drivers

The first shift in perspective must be that  people are not the prob lem. The prob lem is 
the fear, the separation, the isolation, the apathy, the inequitable distribution of rights 
and resources, and so on. If  people are able to learn to accept that  these are the issues and 
the issue is not other  people or groups— and that each group navigates, negotiates, 
and interacts with the same existing issues from diff er ent perspectives— then it may be 
pos si ble for each to better understand how each group’s actions and contributions are 
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creating the society that they live [coexist] in. And if they are able to address some of 
 those prob lems, then they can find a way forward, they can create new narratives mov-
ing forward, and understand that it  doesn’t require that certain  people or groups be 
eliminated or displaced or excluded,  etc., to live with peace.19

Change  drivers are defined as  factors that create movement or shifts in an operational field. 
Change  drivers can be implicit or explicit and can operate alone or si mul ta neously at multiple 
levels within a social system. In the reconciliation field, the goal is to bring conflicting parties 
closer to a peaceable  future that precludes vio lence and instead builds social cohesion. In aim-
ing to uncover  factors that contribute to  these conditions of “just- peace,”20 this evidence re-
view surfaced four primary reconciliation  drivers. Each driver is accompanied by a TOC that 
unpacks how reconciliation operates  under  these conditions.  Table 1 lists the  drivers (includ-
ing the accompanying social theories and levels at which they operate) and the TOCs named 
most frequently by the survey respondents.

The document analy sis, surveys, and interviews completed for this evidence review re-
vealed three impor tant additional themes and caveats related to reconciliation  drivers.  These 
include valuable observations or qualifications on TOC dynamics, what constitutes a trauma- 
informed reconciliation approach, and what individual and collective “healing” entails.

The lit er a ture review conducted by Keyes highlights the importance of taking a deep dive 
into the phenomena of TOCs.21 TOCs can refer to an array of pro cesses, including  those that 
create new social norms, increase social capital, and enact a shift in perspectives and/or cultural 
worldviews. Franklin Lartey categorizes TOCs according to chaos, complexity, and contingency 
theories.22  These categories are relevant  because they enumerate how specific conditions of 
change can make reconciliation more, or less, durable.

• Chaos theory explores, among many  things, how seemingly small interjections into com-
plex systems may cause unpredictable and significant shifts in the ways the system be-
haves or transforms. Key characteristics of chaos theory are nonlinearity, feedback loops, 
and recursive causality (the idea that unpredictable changes can have a major impact on 
outcomes). This TOC dynamic is impor tant  because it acknowledges the presence of wild 
cards in reconciliation efforts. An elevated wild card quotient can significantly risk the 
potential for sustainable change  unless reconciliation  drivers are si mul ta neously accom-
panied by high levels of mutual trust. According to interview respondents, building trust 
through the alleviation of trauma and investment in social repair is key to the durability of 
reconciliation:

Support structures . . .  are crucial for reconciliation to be sustainable. For example, 
community farms,  women’s groups, sports such as football, peace trees,  etc., help 
to mitigate potential new conflict and also heal divides. Follow-up structures (such 
as the groups and committees that continue to provide ongoing support  after the 
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Fambul Tok truth- telling ritual) are crucial and help to bridge the gap and encourage 
longer- term trust- building and safe spaces where groups and individuals can come 
together. For example, in the Fambul Tok pro cess,  these follow-up structures played 
a key role in helping to sustain reconciliation and maintain interpersonal and com-
munal cohesion and harmony.23

  Table 1. Conditions That Enable Reconciliation

Reconciliation  drivers Accompanying theory of change (TOC)

Driver #1: Investment in indi-
vidual and collective healing

(trauma recovery,  mental  
health, psychosocial support)

Level: Interpersonal and 
intragroup

TOC #1: IF trauma healing and recovery is understood, 
accessible, and accepted by most of the affected popula-
tion, THEN, reconciliation is more likely to be sustained, 
 BECAUSE  people’s well- being is enhanced; their dignity, 
recognition, and empathy have increased; and they are 
less likely to be triggered by past vio lence or harm.

Driver #2: Cocreation of inter-
communal dialogues and  
peaceful relations protocols

(contact theory, healthy  
relationship theory)

Level: Horizontal reconciliation 
(between communities)

TOC #2: IF plausible narratives of interdependence and a 
shared  future view are embraced by a critical mass of 
 people, and IF  people engage in inclusive and sustained 
dialogues that contribute to shared decision- making and 
power, THEN, reconciliation agreements are stronger, 
 BECAUSE  there is increased tolerance, understanding, 
patience, and motivation for diverse groups to coexist in 
harmony.

Driver #3: Development of 
capacity- building platforms for 
education, skills, and civic  
capital formation

(capacity building)

Level: Horizontal and vertical 
reconciliation (within, across,  
and between communities, civil 
society, and government)

TOC #3: IF peacebuilding actors (individuals, groups, 
organ izations, and communities) are engaged in capacity 
building to facilitate conflict resolution and vio lence 
transformation, and IF  these multiple entities are net-
worked for collaboration, THEN, reconciliation is more 
plausible,  BECAUSE groups within civil society are more 
likely to have investment and owner ship in the pro cess of 
jointly building reconciliation for the  future.

Driver #4: Advocacy of inclusive 
governance and institutional 
reform

(inclusion)

Level: Vertical reconciliation 
(between citizens and 
government)

TOC #4: IF unjust public policies, corrupt power struc-
tures, and repressive governance institutions are re-
formed and transformed, and IF government and 
communal leadership engages the civilian population in 
deliberative democracy and public participation pro-
cesses, THEN, durable reconciliation is more likely to be 
secured,  BECAUSE  people have increased confidence in 
representative governing structures and in the social 
contracts that undergird reconciliation.
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• Complexity theory presumes that complex prob lems—or “wicked prob lems” or what are 
also called intractable conflicts— cannot necessarily be resolved.24 Rather, complex con-
flicts can be observed, and experimental interventions can be applied to them. The learn-
ing in complex theory is not predictive but is instead emergent: the outputs and the best 
actions to achieve them most readily surface as the work is being done.  Here, the adage 
“We make our path by walking it” applies. This approach places affected individuals—or 
“insider mediators/reconcilers”—in the center of reconciliation pro cesses, as they are liv-
ing the experience of conflict daily.25 Respondents suggested that high- level reconcilia-
tion interventions that ignore participation by affected parties do so at their own risk. 
Rather, sustainable reconciliation should directly engage survivors and harm doers (indi-
viduals and structures) in deliberative pro cesses:

Leaders must be inclusive. Often, peace pro cesses/dialogues/negotiations primarily 
include  those who  were directly involved in the fighting; they are the ones who get 
to negotiate peace. This excludes  those who are often most impacted by the vio-
lence, including youth,  women,  children, and  others who survived the vio lence, all 
of whom  will have very diff er ent stories and perspectives on reconciliation and a 
vision for a shared  future.26

• Contingency theory promotes the notion that  there are multiple ave nues by which to arrive at 
the same results. This contextualization theory suggests that outcomes are based on  factors 
such as the environment, technology, and the quality of social infrastructure available for use in 
change pro cesses. Two impor tant characteristics of contingency theory are adaptation (ele-
ments of the system  will react to each other) and congruence (outcomes depend on the coher-
ence of relationships between diff er ent ele ments of the system, including leadership).  These 
TOC dynamics have impor tant implications for reconciliation insofar as they acknowledge the 
impor tant role of leaders and institutional infrastructure in supporting (or sabotaging) recon-
ciliation efforts. Respondents suggested that reconciliation pro cesses tend to be more sustain-
able when they are operationalized through multitrack interventions:

National pro cesses should be designed with supporting structures/pro cesses that 
feed into them from the community level and vice versa. . . .  Externally driven pro-
cesses where the externals are treated as the experts are very removed from the 
values and realities of local  people. . . .  When the existing structures and systems 
have not been improved and structural prob lems persist, just helping  people be in 
good relationships, with the prob lems still existing in society,  won’t create long- term 
sustainable outcomes.27

In addition to TOC dynamics, another theme that arose in both the lit er a ture and the respon-
dent narratives was collective trauma recovery and resilience. In the aftermath of vio lence, 
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reconciliation is frequently conceptualized as the individual and/or collective journey from 
vio lence to social repair. The field of neuroscience has contributed to a greater understanding 
of how vio lence impacts the lives of individual  people and how it can additionally effect pro-
cesses of reconciliation.  Human minds and bodies capture and store the full sensory experi-
ence of harm when it occurs.

In her seminal work on trauma recovery, Judith Herman found that the roots of trauma 
cause profound disempowerment and disconnection.28 Both effects are dehumanizing in na-
ture. They perpetuate violations of dignity, shame, and emotional shocks that cause unwanted 
intrusive thinking (flashbacks), hyperarousal (aggressive be hav iors), and/or disengagement 
(withdrawal and depressive be hav iors).29 Respondents indicated that reconciliation pro cesses 
that do not take  these responses into account are less likely to succeed or be sustained:

Leadership must be trauma- informed. Leaders must be aware of the impacts of trauma 
in the context in which they are active, and they must also have a sense of justice so that 
they can facilitate conversations with this kind of awareness and understanding. They 
must be aware of their own wounds and how that impacts their actions and ability to be 
good leaders.30

A third theme that emerged during the interviews focused on how the durability of reconciliation 
is enhanced when it meets the fundamental  human needs of  those most affected by the vio-
lence.31 Howard Zehr’s research indicates that, to heal, survivors of vio lence need safety, answers, 
truth- telling, vindication (satisfaction), and responsive institutions.32 For survivors of harm, dura-
ble healing requires learning new coping mechanisms, building physical and emotional resilience, 
and nurturing positive psychological change or post- traumatic growth.33 Likewise, perpetrators of 
vio lence need encouraging spaces to experience accountability and to take responsibility for the 
harms committed:34 they need opportunities to focus on transforming shame (not perpetuating 
its permanence); spaces that encourage empathy, re spect, and a healthy self- image;35 and rituals 
for redemption, restoration, and reintegration into the  family and community.36

Trauma- informed approaches range from collective somatic work ( whole body exercises) 
and group therapy to community- based models of accountability and indigenous healing cir-
cles.37 Such approaches can provide psychosocial support, ave nues for personal and public 
truth- telling and lament,38 the awakening of empathic responses,39 and opportunities for in-
terpersonal and collective forgiveness transactions.

Evil acts create chains that lock perpetrators and victims together, usually in uncon-
scious ways, producing a double history of effects which must be taken into account in 
reflecting on the nature of forgiveness. An act of forgiveness must be understood as a 
complex pro cess of unlocking painful bondage, of mutual liberation. While the perpetra-
tors must be set  free from their guilt (and its devastating consequences), the victims 
must be liberated from their hurt (and its destructive implications).40
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Findings suggest that such rituals (as described above) can embed reconciliation in culturally 
relevant formats that ensure that healing and social repair are durable and holistic.

Be hav iors can be culture and context specific. For instance, in some cultures when indi-
viduals are harmed, the  whole  family is harmed/bears the burden. And not just an 
individual— groups may have expectations of how perpetrators must behave during 
community truth- telling pro cesses (such as showing remorse,  etc.).41

Reconciliation Pro cesses and Skill Sets

Pro cesses should be designed with diff er ent approaches to grassroots leadership that 
consider repre sen ta tion, diversity, and inclusion. For example,  women may feel more 
comfortable speaking to a fellow  woman, especially in the case of gendered vio lence; or 
a religious leader may be more effective for a par tic u lar religious group; or youth may 
be more likely to speak with a youth leader and so on. In this way, support pro cesses 
built around diff er ent types of leaders/representatives can ensure that the needs and 
voices of every one [are] taken into the design of the pro cess. Both victims and offenders 
must feel safe and comfortable in coming forward to share their stories, and, therefore, 
the choice of leadership can influence who participates and who chooses not to.42

Effective reconciliation hinges on the deployment of pro cesses and skill sets that transform 
inter-  and intragroup conflict or vio lence into prosocial relations. Findings from this evidence 
review’s document analy sis suggest that this deployment frequently occurs through (1) social 
capital formation and enhancement strategies (networking and constructive victim/perpetrator 
encounters);43 and (2) dialogic pro cesses that address under lying needs related to identity,44 
equity,45 and the prosocial restructuring of norms.46

Building peaceful inter-  and intragroup relations involves using all the forms of capital 
available to the change system. Cornelia Flora and Jan Flora identify three kinds of social capi-
tal: bonding (intragroup), bridging (intergroup), and linking (social network).47 Valdis Krebs and 
June Holley suggest that “weaving networks” of  these vari ous forms of capital builds critical 
mass for social change.48 Mapping forms of capital, connecting them, and coordinating their 
combined action are essential reconciliation tasks.49

Once constructive social networks are in place, dialogue pro cesses create the currency for 
forward movement. Dialogue experts Ronald Fisher, Margarita Tadevosyan, and Esra Cuhadar 
suggest three major types: pure dialogue, problem- solving dialogue, and agnostic dialogue.50

• Pure dialogue (local and communal groups) refers to a discussion to exchange viewpoints 
and attitudes on group disagreements. Pure dialogue serves to clarify issues; increase 
understanding; and nurture re spect, empathy, and trust.
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• Problem- solving dialogue (civil society and government groups) is applied in situations of po-
larization and segregation. It is meant to confront specific issues, create options, and change 
the course of outcomes. Its goal is mutual conflict analy sis and joint problem- solving.

• Agnostic dialogue (civil society and national and international groups) is required to avoid 
mutual destruction. It explores radical disagreements and confronts inequity and injus-
tice. Its goal is the analy sis and revision of historical perspectives in order to achieve 
structural change.

The durability of reconciliation is enhanced when multiple (interlocking) forms of capital are 
deployed at vari ous levels of dialogic engagement.51 This makes for a whole- system approach 
that entrenches reconciliation pro cesses throughout the entire social web.

During this evidence review, the interviewees and survey respondents also identified 
specific reconciliation pro cesses and skill sets related to the four  drivers. Data from the lit er a-
ture view, interviews, and surveys are synthesized in  table 2.52

  Table 2. Reconciliation Pro cesses and Skill Sets

 Drivers Pro cesses Skill sets

1. Investment in  
individual and collective 
healing

In identifying, naming, and 
grieving their losses, the 
wronged and the wrong-
doer need a safe space to 
tell their story and a public 
space where society  
“bears witness” to the harm 
caused.53

•    Gathering victim 
statements54

•    Truth- telling and public 
hearings55

•    Memorialization rituals56

•    Psychosocial support 
ser vices57

•    Trauma recovery 
pro cesses58

•    Listening; nonviolent 
communication

•    Public facilitation 
competency

•    Cultural and arts- based 
approaches

•    Basic counseling skills
•    Trauma, resilience, coping 

strategies

Qualitative Expansions on Driver #1: Respondent Interview
Trust and [healing] support structures are very impor tant to begin communal reconciliation 
pro cesses, especially where  there are ongoing cycles of vio lence and [when] groups within  
the community have been both perpetrators and victims at dif fer ent times. The members of  
the community need to establish trust with  those who are facilitating the pro cess, and they 
also need to trust the pro cess. Often, in very sensitive and heightened contexts or with  
deep-rooted vio lence, this requires meeting with dif fer ent groups separately to help them to 
heal, build awareness, and learn about  others before conflicting groups are placed in the  
same setting together.

(Continued)
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  Table 2. (Continued)

 Drivers Pro cesses Skill sets

2. Cocreation of intercom-
munal dialogues and 
peaceful relations 
protocols59

Recent brain research on 
empathy and attachment 
theory indicates that the 
 human brain is biologically 
“hardwired” to make  human 
connections and to build 
community through social 
networks.

•    Joint decision- making 
protocols60

•    Power sharing and equity 
inventories61

•    Sustained dialogue 
pro cesses62

•    Conflict systems mapping63

•    Appreciative inquiry64

•    Group facilitation
•    Problem- solving and 

mediation skills
•    Capacity in principled 

negotiation
•    System analy sis skills
•    Strengths- based 

approaches

Qualitative Expansions on Driver #2: Respondent Interview
For any pro cess to be sustainable, the  people who are most affected by the conflict or by  
the injustice or by the situation need to play a major role. If  they’re not able to play a role in  
the design of the pro cess, they should play a major role in participating in discussion of the 
issues at the  table. And provisions should be made for them to participate even if they  don’t 
speak the language. It is crucial to have fair repre sen ta tion and inclusion if reconciliation 
pro cesses are to be sustainable.

3. Development of plat-
forms for capacity build-
ing in education, skills, 
and civic capital 
formation

Learning how to “remember 
rightly in a violent world” 
entails dealing with 
national- patriotic narratives, 
historical memories, lived 
experience, and current 
events without perpetrating 
more vio lence.65

•    Restorative justice (RJ) 
pro cesses66

•     Family group 
conferencing67

•    Circle pro cesses68

•    Reparations for historical 
harms69

•    Transformative scenario 
planning70

•    Knowledge of RJ pro cess 
and practice

•    Conflict facilitation skills
•    Circle keeping and em-

pathic response
•    Knowledge of vio lence 

cycle and repair
•    De- escalation and scenario 

building

Qualitative Expansions on Driver #3: Respondent Interview
Capacity building is essential in ensuring the sustainability of reconciliation.  People need to 
undo or unlearn what they learned when the vio lence was [sic] ongoing.  People need to 
develop new mindsets and narratives as they move  toward reconciliation or as they are in  
the pro cess of reconciliation.  There must be some kind of paradigm shift for reconciliation  
to be sustainable.
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Keyes’s seminal work in the reconciliation field helps to illustrate the vari ous previously men-
tioned reconciliation pro cesses and skill sets. Keyes provides 10 short case studies as exem-
plars of a broad spectrum of reconciliation interventions (for details on the studies, see his 
work in “Mapping Reconciliation”):76

1. Fambul Tok, Sierra Leone (community- led reconciliation)
2. Palava, Peace Hut Alliance, Liberia (restorative justice)
3. Greensboro Truth Commission, North Carolina, US (truth- telling)
4. Healing Through Remembering, Northern Ireland (storytelling)
5. Inter- Religious Co- ordinating Council, Israel (dialogue as peacebuilding)
6. Fundacion para la Reconciliacion, Colombia (schools of forgiveness and reconciliation)
7. Uuk*aana, Canada (reconciliation as resurgence)
8. Circulos Restaurativos, Brazil (learning from restorative circles)
9. Spirit of Sangwe Festival, Burundi ( music challenging ste reo types)
10. Kvinna till Kvinna, Bosnia (psychosocial support  after gender- based vio lence)

While having competency in reconciliation pro cesses and skill sets is essential for implementa-
tion, sustainability hinges on the institutional support that enables reconciliation pro cesses to 
continue long term.

  Table 2. (Continued)

 Drivers Pro cesses Skill sets

4. Advocacy of inclusive 
governance and institu-
tional reform

Placed alongside continued 
in equality and discrimina-
tion, truth- telling appears of 
 little value. Reconciliation 
decoupled from some form 
of social justice and trans-
formation loses its meaning.

•    Nonviolent strategic 
action71

•    Lobby and advocacy 
campaigns72

•    Policy and legislative 
change73

•    Public participation74

•    Deliberative democracy 
pro cesses75

•    Community organ izing skills
•    Access to infrastructural 

supports
•    Knowledge of po liti cal 

pro cess
•    Trust building and social 

capital equity
•    Advocacy and consensus- 

building skills

Qualitative Expansions on Driver #4: Respondent Interview
Reconciliation occurs in sociopo liti cal spaces, and while it is about relationships, relationships 
are formed and repaired in par tic u lar sociopo liti cal environments. The environment itself  
is a kind of sociopo liti cal container in this sense.  There must be some notion of equity in 
relationships for reconciliation to be durable. When  there is marginalization based on identity, 
religion, economic status, and so on, reconciliation  will not be sustainable. Reconciliation must 
reach into . . .  local governance processes— and this is when it can become more durable: 
equal access, inclusion, access to participation in communal and civic pro cesses, decision- 
making pro cesses, [and] nonhierarchy between groups at communal and institutional levels.
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Reconciliation Institutional Support

Laws, policies, institutions, and practices that led to conflict and division in the first 
place must be addressed and adapted in order for reconciliation to become sustainable. 
For example, policies that enforce segregated communities, housing, education,  etc., 
cannot continue. Or in the case of natu ral resource exploitation or illegal exploitation, 
which may be the root cause of conflict,  these must be addressed; other wise, it  will con-
tinue to impact efforts  toward reconciliation. Structural issues that are beyond commu-
nity power and control and that must be addressed at policy or government levels are 
crucial to sustain reconciliation.77

A key competency for sustained reconciliation is system mapping. This entails making an in-
ventory of all the resources available to the change pro cess. In terms of institutional and com-
munal support, this evidence review identified four forms of capital necessary for sustainable 
reconciliation: moral, social, civic, and governance. Each form of capital provides critical insti-
tutional support (see  table 3).78

Table 3. Institutional Support for Reconciliation

Drivers Institutional resource

Driver #1:  
Investment in individual 
and collective healing

Moral capital

Institutional support:

1.  Ethical champions— support credible advocates and change 
agents

2.  Acknowl edgment—be accountable, bear witness, acknowl-
edge system complicity

3.  Active transparency— ensure reconciliation pro cess is known 
and accessible at all levels

Respondent expansions:

It is also crucial to identify credible stakeholders who can serve 
as the moral guarantors in support structures. . . .  Self- reflection, 
honesty, transparency, accountability, and self- awareness are 
impor tant for facilitators of reconciliation, as  people  will hold 
them to higher standards and  will observe their be hav iors and 
actions at all times. It is impor tant that leaders are individuals 
with some moral standing in society— individuals who enjoy the 
confidence of the public. This is key, especially for formal
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Table 3. (Continued)

Drivers Institutional resource

Driver #1: (continued ) pro cesses. If the leadership is seen as po liti cally biased  toward 
one side, this  will impact the pro cess and can hinder truth- telling 
pro cesses  because  those on the other side  will not feel comfort-
able to come before or share their own stories. At the communal 
level, leaders/committee members in the community are the 
moral guarantors of the pro cess who  will ensure the safety and 
security of  people and the pro cess. They must be trusted and 
respected individuals.

Complexities and opportunities:

1.  Ethical champions, depending on their modus operandi,  
can sometimes escalate tensions  because of their moral 
tenor. It is therefore impor tant to  couple this support ele ment 
with nonviolent communication skills.

2.  Institutional acknowl edgment is fraught with the complexity  
of tort law and  legal liability claims. Repair strategies  
should center tangible redress for historic (and current) 
harms.

3.  Pro cess and data transparency should include access  
for the nonliterate, transient populations,  people with  
disabilities,  children, and high- risk groups in order to address 
barriers.

Examples and applications: 

•    South Africa— While Archbishop Tutu represented a well- 
known national ethical champion in South Africa,  there  were 
many other unknown moral guarantors who also contributed 
to keeping reconciliation alive at the provincial and local 
levels.79

•    Australia— The government officially apologized for its histori-
cal and current treatment of the Aboriginal  peoples. It also 
employed a set of data criteria to mea sure the quality of life of 
Aboriginal communities with accompanying legislation that 
requires the Australian Parliament to review  these well- being 
development markers each year to assess their pro gress in 
meeting  these goals.80

•    Sierra Leone— The Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s 
final report was illustrated in comic book form to make the 
commission’s findings more accessible for teaching school- 
age  children about the civil war.81

(Continued)
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Table 3. (Continued)

 Drivers Institutional resource

Driver #2:
Cocreation of intercom-
munal dialogues and 
peaceful relations 
protocols

Social capital

Institutional support:

1.  Due process— ensure institutional commitment to the protec-
tion of all parties

2.  Rules of engagement— instill safe protocols for communica-
tion, interaction, and breaches

3.  Peace DNA— surface the peace practices already pre sent in 
groups

Respondent expansions:

In the case of Burundi, peace committees have been able to 
mobilize young  people  toward the vision of peace and  toward 
living in diversity for communities and the country to embrace 
the diversity and move  toward a more peaceful society. This type 
of education and sensitization was integrated into the communi-
ties and into the hearts of the  people and the mindset of the 
 people. The peace committees brought about transformation in 
dif fer ent communities and dif fer ent villages. Put together at the 
national level, they created a kind of social movement against 
youth joining armed groups, or military or paramilitary groups, to 
support the government or the rebel group formation. The peace 
committees therefore have a positive impact on youth.

Complexities and opportunities:

1.  In some instances, the protection of harmed individuals/
groups and the interests of institutions/states are oppositional. 
For reconciliation to occur, consideration must be given to 
addressing structural power asymmetries as part of protection 
and due pro cess protocols.

2.  Nonviolent engagement protocols are key to the cessation of 
harm. Civic entities can play central mediatory roles if they 
are reflexive regarding their own trauma and positionality.

3.  Embedded in all social/cultural contexts are rituals of harm 
acknowl edgment and repair. Sourcing  these assets is an 
impor tant institutional support strategy.

Examples and applications:

•    Colombia—  After a historic peace agreement with the ex- 
FARC (Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia) in 2016, the 
government embedded restorative justice practices in their 
transitional justice mechanisms. The current government has 
launched a campaign called “Total Peace” to bring all other 
armed groups to the negotiation  table.82
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Table 3. (Continued)

 Drivers Institutional resource

Driver #2: (continued ) •    Mindanao, Philippines— During the armed strug gle, Indig-
enous and Moro Muslim communities established peace 
zones in which no armed groups  were allowed to engage  
in combat.83

•    Liberia— After the Liberian civil war, the former president was 
sent to the International Criminal Court, and the country had a 
Truth and Reconciliation Commission. However, reconciliation 
was not realized at a local level  until the country instituted a 
customary, indigenous accountability and healing pro cess 
called the “Palava Hut.”84

Driver #3:  
Development of plat-
forms for capacity 
building in education, 
skills, and civic capital 
formation

Civic capital

Institutional support:

1.  Network and information assets— use communication proto-
cols as reconciliation resources

2.  Strengths- based approaches— build capacity for the agency 
of survivors and perpetrators

3.  Reflective practices— provide accountable/regular ave nues for 
pro cessing ongoing harms

Respondent expansions:

Another critical sociopo liti cal container is education. Schools 
and educational policy can impact reconciliation in helpful  
or harmful ways depending upon local realities such as inter-
group interactions, and which groups can afford to pay school 
fees versus  those who cannot or do not have access to certain 
types of educational opportunities,  etc. When access is denied 
or unequal, in the longer term this may lead to a lack of skilled 
individuals, less educated groups, lack of social mobility, and/
or shortages of specific/critical professions within specific 
groups and/or communities, which keeps such communities 
stuck in cycles of poverty and/or vio lence. Education is a key 
area for helping to shift mindsets and build the capacity of  
a  people.

(Continued)
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Table 3. (Continued)

 Drivers Institutional resource

Driver #3: (continued ) Complexities and opportunities:

1.  Information campaigns can make or break reconciliation 
efforts. Information (fake or verified) travels at the speed of 
social networks. Institutions can recognize the dissemination 
power they wield through networks of information and use 
 these in ser vice of reconciliation.

2.  Mediums such as appreciative inquiry,85 transformative 
scenario planning,86 or everyday peace pro cesses can be 
used to implement strengths- based approaches.87

3.  Institutions can develop joint spaces for pro cessing ongoing 
harm aftermaths as well as joint future- view creation.  These 
narratives can be transmitted intergen er a tion ally (formally or 
informally) in ways that foster prosocial relations across time.

Examples and applications:

•    Venezuela— The Boston Group works with government, 
opposition leaders, and civil society to meet, hold dialogue, and 
problem- solve together around chief issues that affect all 
conflicting parties.  Because of their work, they have been 
asked to represent civil society at the negotiation talks in 
Mexico.88

•    Northern Ireland— Former combatants  were trained to become 
community mediators and restorative justice facilitators to 
prevent communal vio lence and help divert juvenile offenders 
caught in the criminal  legal system.89

•    Bosnia- Herzegovina— After the Balkans war, ex- combatants 
began meeting to go through joint trauma healing pro cesses; and 
 because of the trust and relationships that  were built, the ex- 
combatants de cided to take pilgrimages to each other’s war 
memorial sites and hear the testimonies of victim- survivors. This 
was a power ful time of reflection and reconciliation, as each side 
recognized the humanity and dignity of the other side (their former 
enemies).90

Driver #4:  
Advocacy of inclusive 
governance and institu-
tional reform

Governance capital

Institutional support:

1.  Reconciliation laws and policies— create legitimation in law 
and regulatory frameworks

2.  Restorative approaches— shift culture/policies from punitive to 
reintegrative

3.   Budget and resources— address current and historical harms 
through reparations
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Table 3. (Continued)

 Drivers Institutional resource

Driver #4: (continued ) Respondent expansions:

The public narrative model is based on stories or narratives of 
self that involve looking at history/historical harm and the 
pre sent in order to move forward. One example was done in the 
Mississippi Delta in work involving some unsolved murders 
during a par tic u lar period in the civil rights era. The objective 
was mainly to examine  these issues not just for historical 
punishment purposes, but to figure out how to find a way for-
ward. This approach addresses the challenge of how to include 
 people who may be considered historical perpetrators. One way 
to get  people involved who  were historically considered the 
perpetrators is to have them know that the conversation is 
focusing with some emphasis on history, but more primarily on 
the pre sent and how the group is  going to address the harm in 
order to move forward— not address the harm for the sake of 
punishment, but to figure out how they can actually move 
forward. Individuals must build up trust and confidence in any 
such pro cess.

Complexities and opportunities:

1.  Equity, repre sen ta tion, and dignity are foundations for  
durable peace. Prioritizing identity needs, just re distribution,  
and participative pro cesses are primary institutional support 
strategies.

2.  Research suggests that retributive punishments tend to 
continue cycles of vio lence.91 Instead, integrating restorative 
justice policies and culture into communal, institutional, and 
national life enshrines reconciliatory engagement norms at all 
levels of society.

3.  Vari ous respondents identified early warning systems and 
risk-reduction planning as impor tant violence-prevention 
strategies. Reconciliation pro cesses can be proactive by 
institutionalizing  budget allocations for such prevention.

Examples and applications:

•    New Zealand—This is the first and only country to transform 
its national juvenile criminal system using a restorative justice 
approach.92

•    Rwanda—  After the genocide, a hybridized pro cess called 
“Gacaca Courts” was developed. It integrated traditional 
customary practices and Western  legal pro cesses, which led 
to the sentencing of 120,000  people accused of genocidal 
crimes in a 13- year span.93

(Continued)
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Table 3. (Continued)

 Drivers Institutional resource

Driver #4: (continued ) •    Vietnam— For 20 years  after the US- Vietnam war,  there  were 
no formal diplomatic relations between the two countries. 
However, over that time, many citizen diplomacy efforts  were 
initiated between veterans, victim- survivors, and peace 
advocacy groups. When official diplomatic ties  were restored, 
the two countries embarked on a reconciliation pro cess that 
resulted in the United States giving $1.8 billion worth of 
humanitarian aid, health assistance, and support in dealing 
with exposure to the chemical Agent Orange, unexploded 
bombs, and the identification of  those killed in the war.94

In addition to the institutional support identified previously, vari ous respondents identified 
evaluation as another impor tant tool for analyzing reconciliation efficacy. Several crosscutting 
themes emerged in Sherwood and colleagues’ lit er a ture review on reconciliation assessment, 
including the importance of inclusion/pluralism as enabling support structures and of locally 
owned and community- driven pro cesses. The authors describe their findings as follows:

Woodrow and Oatley (2013) note the importance of diverse stakeholders and suggest local 
knowledge should shape what success looks like in each context. In other words,  because con-
flict is idiosyncratic, programs and evaluations must consider local knowledge. This includes 
developing clear, context- laden indicators to monitor throughout an intervention, since indica-
tors that are unclear or created outside a given context may hinder peace practice. . . .

[In] terms of intervention methodologies, evaluations with TOCs heavi ly emphasized 
bottom-up, grassroots approaches to reconciliation work. As the peace- building field is 
in the throes of a “local turn,” deploying  these methodologies may be a product of a 
growing emphasis on locally led conflict resolution/peace- building methodologies. In 
the case of  these evaluations, locally led reconciliation pro cesses sought specifically to 
prevent  future vio lence and destructive conflict by implementing peaceful conflict rec-
onciliation pro cesses, strategies, tactics, and capacities.95

A final crosscutting theme noted by respondents identified the importance of engaging reconcili-
ation at both the individual and structural levels si mul ta neously. Critiques of South Africa’s Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission highlight this omission: “It is essential to recognize that the South 
African TRC favored an individualized approach that placed victims and perpetrators at the cen-
ter of the pro cess, rather than the apartheid system and its structures of governance, and that 
this framing may limit the applicability of the South African model to other settings.”96 Resonat-
ing with this critique, interview respondents made similar observations:
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Examinations of history must not only be based on dialogue of what happened but must 
also examine the compounding inequalities stemming from multigenerational harm or 
marginalization/oppression, the multigenerational accumulation of power, and ongoing 
compounding impacts of harm in order to better understand how to mitigate pre sent 
day conflicts and foster reconciliation. Dialogue on its own, or models based on just 
looking at the past in a narrow sense, especially when solely focused on the past with no 
accounting for an equitable  future, do not disrupt existing power differentials that have 
been established by conflict.97

The data gathered for this evidence review highlight the need to contextualize, localize, and 
engage most affected populations.  These emphases should remain a high priority for prac ti-
tion ers and theorists alike.

Putting It All Together: A Reconciliation Matrix

The evidence review’s document analy sis, surveys, and in- depth interviews point to ele ments 
that have both individual and collective import. The following reconciliation matrix provides a 
sense of the ele ments’ interrelatedness (see  table 4).

RECONCILIATION MATRIX ASSUMPTIONS

1. The ele ments in the reconciliation matrix should be viewed as recommendations or “sign-
posts” to be leveraged, not normative standards. The matrix provides only a sampling of 
reconciliation pro cesses rather than a comprehensive list.

2. The matrix is not meant to imply hierarchy or linearity. Reconciliation often occurs in a 
circular fashion, sometimes si mul ta neously or consecutively and/or at times on multivari-
ant platforms. Reconciliation is a jagged, uneven, and often messy process— a real ity that 
is not always well represented in chart form.

3. For reconciliation pro cesses to be maximized, they must have a high level of collabora-
tion, communication, and commitment across the po liti cal groupings, conflicting actors, 
civil society entities, and community- based organ izations involved. This pre sents a chal-
lenge in postwar contexts, as inevitably,  there are “spoilers” in peace and reconciliation 
processes— those who stand to benefit from perpetuating conflict.  These potential sabo-
teurs need to be managed effectively if reconciliation is not to be stalled or hijacked.

4. Fi nally, the matrix assumes a certain level of po liti cal goodwill, access to sustained public 
and private resources, and an engaged civil society. Of course, in the real world,  these 
impor tant resources rarely all align at one time. Po liti cal goodwill is hard to come by, and 
most conflicts are affected by resource constraints and compromised civil society capac-
ity. Even when state resources are available, they are not always prioritized  toward the 



 Table 4. Reconciliation Matrix

Drivers Pro cesses Skill sets Institutional support

Driver #1:
Investment in indi-
vidual and collective 
healing
Level:
Interpersonal and 
intragroup
TOC:
Trauma- informed

•    Gathering victim 
statements

•    Truth- telling and 
public hearings

•    Memorialization 
rituals

•    Psychosocial 
support ser vices

•    Trauma recovery 
pro cesses

•    Listening; nonviolent 
communication

•    Public facilitation 
competency

•    Cultural and arts- based 
approaches

•    Basic counseling skills
•    Trauma, resilience, 

coping strategies

Moral capital:
Ethical champions
Acknowl edgment
Active transparency

Driver #2:
Cocreation of inter-
communal dialogue 
and peaceful relations 
protocols
Level:
Horizontal (between 
communities)
TOC:
Contact theory

•    Joint decision- 
making protocols

•    Power sharing and 
equity inventories

•    Sustained dialogue 
pro cesses

•    Conflict systems 
mapping

•    Appreciative inquiry

•    Group facilitation
•    Problem- solving and 

mediation skills
•    Capacity in principled 

negotiation
•    System analy sis skills
•    Strengths- based 

approaches

Social capital:
Due pro cess
Rules of engagement
Peace DNA

Driver #3:
Development of 
platforms for capacity 
building in education, 
skills, and civic capital 
formation
Level:
Horizontal and vertical 
(across civil society)
TOC:
Capacitation theory

•    Restorative justice 
(RJ) pro cesses

•     Family group 
conferencing

•    Circle pro cesses
•    Reparations for 

historical harms
•    Transformative 

scenario planning

•    Knowledge of RJ 
pro cess and practice

•    Conflict facilitation skills
•    Circle keeping and 

empathic response
•    Knowledge of vio lence 

cycle and repair
•    De- escalation and 

scenario building

Civic capital:
Network and informa-

tion assets
Strengths- based 

approaches
Reflective practice

Driver #4:
Advocacy of inclusive 
governance and 
institutional reform
Level:
Vertical (between 
civilians and 
government)
TOC:
Inclusion theory

•    Nonviolent strategic 
action

•    Lobby and advo-
cacy campaigns

•    Policy and legisla-
tive change

•    Public participation
•    Deliberative 

democracy 
pro cesses

•    Community organ izing 
skills

•    Access to infrastruc-
tural supports

•    Knowledge of po liti cal 
pro cess

•    Trust building and 
social capital equity

•    Advocacy and 
consensus- building skills

Governance capital:
Reconciliation laws and 

policies
Restorative approaches
 Budget and resources
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work of reconciliation. Reconciliation investments need to be viewed as decadal funding 
initiatives, orchestrated through multisectoral structures.

USING THE MATRIX: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR POLICYMAKERS, 
FUNDERS, AND PRAC TI TION ERS

The reconciliation matrix is primarily a tool to help envision what reconciliation could look like 
and then help align programming with designated outcomes. Reconciliation involves complex 
and multifaceted pro cesses that need careful alignment across many moving parts of the sys-
tem. This reconciliation matrix is one tool to assist in that balancing act.

Prac ti tion ers. The matrix can be used as an outcomes- to- activation (“backward plan-
ning”) tool.98 This involves beginning with projected outcomes and then planning  toward lev-
els of intervention, specific pro cesses, and fi nally pos si ble activities. Additionally, the pro cesses 
and skill sets section can be used to evaluate context readiness for reconciliation implementa-
tion. The presence of enabling institutional support is also crucial. Prac ti tion ers may want to 
use the institutional support section to identify the specific markers most likely to enable or 
impede their planned programmatic work.

Policymakers and funders. Policymakers may want to use the matrix to align reconcilia-
tion initiatives with their legislation and implementation protocols. A deep- dive analy sis of the 
necessary support structures could help policymakers better target their legislative reform 
and help donors prioritize where to spend their funding.

Conclusion

Using a mixed- methods design, this evidence review included a document analy sis, surveys 
with prac ti tion ers, and in- depth interviews with reconciliation experts to identify the support 
structures and enabling  factors necessary for reconciliation to be achieved. The findings sug-
gest that four  drivers need to be in place for reconciliation to be  viable:

1. Individual and collective healing

• Supporting interpersonal and collective truth- telling, trauma recovery, and 
memorialization

2. Intercommunal dialogue and peaceful relations protocols

• Advancing protocols for empathic encounters and shared problem- solving
3. Capacity building for education, skills, and civic capital formation

• Transforming historical harms through restorative and transformative justice
4. Inclusive governance and institutional reform

• Setting mandates for structural change to increase social justice delivery
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The reconciliation matrix created integrates the vari ous essential ele ments— drivers, pro-
cesses, skill sets, and institutional support— into one schematic to bolster better design and 
mea sure ment for reconciliation success. Reconciliation is central to achieving an inclusive and 
durable peace— a peace that recognizes the dignity of all humanity.

My humanity is caught up, is inextricably bound up, in yours.99
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